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book 3 in the kindred souls series one hybrid fury queen three pure blood dragon princes a reverse harem with a dark fairy tale twist and an epic flair my name is daisy i've been cursed to serve a bad tempered elemental in my beastly form for centuries there's only one way to lift the curse a kiss from three true loves to acquire even one is nearly impossible how am i going to get three then three gorgeous as sin dragon princes stumble into my lair only they do not come to kiss me they come to slay me without knowing who i really am unless they cut the three heads of the furies my heads or make the fury queen fall in love with them they'll never shift back to dragons not surprisingly the princes all choose what they think is the easiest to behead the beasts warning this is a reverse harem fantasy paranormal romance that features one strong woman and her three sexy as sin dragon princes it contains battles steamy sex scenes raw language magic swordfights dark fae dragon shifters vampires and otherworldly nightmares of creatures and at last true loves with a happy ever after at the end of series dragons a warrior princess an immortal king and a prophecy set by gods this paranormal fantasy romance sends you to a magical adventure of passion and love war loomed over the great kingdom of elastin the devourer of nations vampire king apollyeon threatened to attack to feed his ever growing hungry legions with elastinian flesh the evil ruler summoned a cursed creature from the underworld to bring elastin to an end according to a prophecy a woman who could claim the hearts of three ancient dragons could slay the demonic creature and save the kingdom i princess aurora knew i had to become that woman against my destiny i would have to rewrite the prophecy set by the mighty gods my only option was to defy the heavens see me the stars of cassiopeia hear me the valleys of the new east mountain no god can stop me i will claim the hearts of the three dragons even if it means losing my own heart innocence and my whole being to them dragon harem is a full length reverse harem fantasy romance novel with three virile dragon shifters three dragons one woman a reverse harem fantasy that will leave you breathless and begging for more dareena sellis is a nobody the orphaned daughter of a no name farmer she toils away as a serving girl at hallowdale inn her only marriage prospects either shipping off to war or pawing at her skirts with their grubby gnarled hands but fate takes a strange turn the day a dragon huntress comes to town suddenly dareena is swept off to dragon's keep trading in her raggedy dresses for silken gowns her closet sized room for feather pillows and spacious gardens and her miserable suitor for three very handsome very virile dragon princes for dareena is not a nobody she is the dragon's gift the one woman chosen by the gods every century to bear children for the future king of dragonfell despite her pre ordained path dareena's fate is far from certain the crown has not given birth to more than one son in nearly a thousand years and the line of succession is far from clear neither of the princes are willing to cede dareena to the other and yet she must choose for the enemy is knocking on dragonfell's door and dareena's decision could either mean the kingdom's salvation or annihilation once upon a time there was a gold dragon who would have given her life in exchange for her revenge the not cursed dragon is book two of the deadly dragons duet it is a slow burn reverse harem romance for readers 18 tw flashbacks of abuse one woman three men all dragons an exciting toe curling reverse harem that will make your heart pound when maya rose told the world she was pregnant with the heir to the kingdom she did it to save her sexy suitors from certain death but lies have a way of coming back to bite you in the ass and this one may cost them everything assassins are hunting them afraid for their lives maya and her men take refuge with the lightning dragons hoping raiden's family will shield them until they can figure out what to do next unfortunately raiden's mother knows the truth about maya's pregnancy and the price for her silence may be too steep for maya to pay important note this is not a love triangle what you'll find inside is a reverse harem featuring hot sex adult themes dragons cool weapons action adventure a wise cracking heroine and much much more when marcus blackwell meets his new secretary he knows that she's the one he's been waiting for he can feel it and so can his dragon he planned to take his time seducing her before introducing her to his darker desires fate has other plans for them speeding up his plans will he be able to convince her to be theirs louis knew from the moment that amelia came into his basement office that she was something special his dragon knew it too now he just
needs to figure out what is she to him and his lover amelia is just your average modern woman with a bit of bratty side looking for a dominant to tame her she doesn’t know what she’s getting into when she takes on the dominating dragon marcus and his submissive louis a whirlwind reverse harem romance pulls amelia in as her lovers awaken her desires pulling her into a drama she didn’t know existed outside of the realm of fantasy and make believe ren is finally getting used to the idea that she’s the last dragon shifter alive destined to take four alpha shifters as her mates and unite all shifter kind when more trouble looms on the horizon the rogue group that slaughtered her family is still out for blood and they don’t care who they hurt along the way ren and her mates set out to quash the rebellion once and for all but the rogues have allies in unexpected places startling enough to shake ren’s resolve throw in a challenger hoping to wrench the position of alpha from one of her guys and this dragon shifter has reached her limit how can a girl who’s only known she’s a shifter for three weeks heal sixteen years of chaos risky foolish impossible kadelynn has risked everything to escape a marriage to a monster but she’s never been one to run from a fight not only does she intend to return home she plans to do it with the head of a dragulous it’s her one chance at keeping her honor and her freedom even if means trusting a seer with dark and dangerous magic even if it means crossing her realm in search of the mythical beasts that are as fearsome as they are rare only what if while she’s been searching for her freedom there are men searching for her the dreams that pull her to three different men might be more than just dreams they might be the start to restoring dragon kind but can a woman with no magic really be the answer to a world that’s losing its magic dragon memories is a slow burn high fantasy reverse harem this is the first book in a series if you like swords magic and unique worlds then grab your copy but be prepared to lose yourself in this series three sexy dragon shifters princes trapped by a terrible curse one woman sent to free them a steamy reverse harem fantasy romance that will have you reading past your bedtime seela knows there’s little chance she’ll be picked in the yearly selection as a fatherless village girl and apprentice healer her name won’t be the one on the emissary’s lips still she can’t help but feel nervous the women who are selected are never returned no one knows what happens to them but on selection day seela’s name is called taken away under guard she finds herself shoved into a carriage torn from her home worse she’s thrown into a dark cave and sealed in then she hears skittering something horrible is coming to her surprise she is rescued by the last thing she’s expecting a dragon who can shift into a man a prince to be exact there are three very handsome very sexy princes who all need seela’s magic there’s only one problem she doesn’t have any seela learns of dark magic and the princes who suffer from it they think she is someone who can break the curse keeping these shifters bound as she finds herself drawing closer to these men time is ticking can they unlock the curse before it’s too late get your copy now one last chance to end the suffering sofia and her mates risk it all after learning of the existence of her half sister sofia had to rethink her whole life who she is and wants to be leading to her finally taking the antidote against the anti shifting elixir and connecting with the dragon inside her now sofia and her hoard are ready for the final step find the research centre hidden in the mountains free the missing earth dragons and take out anyone who stands in their way the plan is as effective as it’s simple but when they arrive at the research centre things don’t exactly go as planned the handful of guards outside the place are easy enough to take down but when they’re about to enter the building they realise they’ve walked right into a trap a trap meant to catch them and take them out so that the renegade fae can take over the area can they survive or will this be the end of their journey this is the sixth and final novella in the guarding their dragon mate serial a six episodes long reverse harem whychoose story this novella may include any of these elements steamy scenes i need tissues now moments of why oh why and cliffhangers that make you bite your nails and curse the author this story takes place in the same world as the lughnasadh elite academy and happens after the events from the other series both series can be read stand alone they are about different characters but they are connected the stunning conclusion to the hit series maya and her three sexy mates thought they were safe in the north as they prepared to take back the eastern dragon kingdom but they were wrong as maya’s pregnancy brings new surprises and powers treachery leads to one of her three beloved men being taken from her and to add to the brewing chaos an army of the west appears on her doorstep led by none other than her sister it’s up to maya to master her new powers save her lost mate and rally the dragons of waesigar to defeat the lady of the east and bring peace back to the land all to secure her happily ever after i am a dragon who hates dragons the dragons murdered my family the fae purchased me my mates saved me my mates imprisoned me they think they’re keeping me safe they think they know what i need what all delicate feminine gold dragons need a comfortable den a well stocked pantry twenty children that’s not what this gold dragon needs this gold dragon needs blood this gold dragon needs revenge the not cursed dragon is book one of the deadly dragons duet it is a slow burn reverse harem romance for readers 18+.tw flashbacks of abuse sofia
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lughnasadh elite academy and happens after the events from the other series both series can be read stand alone they are
about different characters but they are connected just when sophia thinks she’s got a handle on things going on in the dragon town her whole world is rocked quite literally while sophia gale and topaz get to know each other more intimately things are the school they’re camping out at have taken a turn for the worse a group of
dragon rebels were supposed to arrive today but they never did making everyone worry that they might have been caught by the deserter fae soldiers roaming the area as sophia makes it back to the school she finds out that the parents of gaia the little earth dragon orphan went missing last full moon and it’s another full moon tonight then more bad news reaches her another two sets of parents have gone missing sophia and her men try everything in their power to find out why earth dragons are going missing what’s happening to them why can gaia still sense her parents when they’re not there and what does a magically locked room at the local library have anything to do with it this is the fourth novella in the guarding their dragon mate serial a six episodes long paranormal reverse harem whychoose story this novella may include any of these elements steamy scenes i need tissues now moments cries of why oh why and cliffhangers that make you bite your nails and curse the author this story takes place in the same world as the lughnasadh elite academy and happens after the events from the other series both series can be read stand alone they are about different characters but they are connected dragon hoards are supposed to be a beacon of unity but sophia isn’t so sure of that as her hoard seems out to kill each other when sophia and her men arrive at the dragon town the night is young as fate seems keen to point out first she kisses one of her guys and almost gets him killed by one of the others it won’t be the last time someone attempts that second she hopes to get them all on the same page as she reveals that all four men are part of her hoard her fated mates that went over well third she finds a little
dragon in the streets hungry tired alone an orphan just like her returning home brings back many memories for sophia good and bad ones but it also means she has to confront other things from her past like the people she left behind old friendships old pain can she keep her head cool as the leader of their rebuilding mission while caring for a young orphaned dragon and regaining the trust of old friends this is the third novella in the guarding their dragon mate serial a six episodes long reverse harem whychoose story this novella may include any of these elements steamy scenes i need tissues now moments cries of why oh why and cliffhangers that make you bite your nails and curse the author this story takes place in the same world as the lughnasadh elite academy and happens after the events from the other series both series can be read stand alone they are about different characters but they are connected four strangers united magic reborn a great war begun cast to the north by elvish magic human dragonsayer dela stonebridge has learned of her ability to communicate with dragons by her side stand three leaders of their own races each sworn to protect her while they battle to unite their people warsgra the warrior norc strong and fierce orergon the leader of his tribe of moerians the hunter and protector and vehel the elvish prince whose illegal use of magic has broken the treaty between their kinds in the south a second great war has begun and the only way to stop it will be through dela’s abilities if she can learn to control them with magic and death at every corner dela must fulfil her destiny or die trying stolen from her homeland separated from her mates is there any hope for dareena and her dragons or is their kingdom destined to fall when drystan and his brothers managed to drive their madness stricken father from the throne dareena thought the worst of their troubles were over but the elves are knocking at their door demanding reparations and with a new general at the helm they will not let
dragon fell off the hook so easily to buy their kingdom time and save their armies from certain destruction dareena and alistair allows themselves to be taken to elvenhame where they will be held hostage until the countries can come to an agreement but while the two kingdoms squabble the real enemy continues its
moments cries of why oh why and cliffhangers that make you bite your nails and curse the author this story harem whychoose story this novella may include any of these elements steamy scenes i need tissues now other s hands this is the second novella in the guarding their dragon mate serial a six episodes long reverse harem whychoose story this novella may include any of these elements steamy scenes i need tissues now moments cries of why oh why and cliffhangers that make you bite your nails and curse the author this story takes place in the same world as the lughnasadh elite academy and happens after the events from the other series both series can be read stand alone they are about different characters but they are connected one woman three men all dragons what could go wrong maya rose has a problem she s the last in her line of dragon shifters and if she doesn t produce an heir soon it could be disastrous for her kingdom in order to remedy this her father the king has gathered the greatest heroes from across the lands and set them on a quest to not only save the kingdom but to win maya s love should they succeed they will become her husband and rule by her side should they fail to win her love death is the only answer but with so many dashing men willing to do anything to win her hand how is a girl to choose then again no one ever said she had to pick just one after all the fate of the realm is at stake and maybe this time more is merrier important note this is not a love triangle what you ll find inside is a reverse harem featuring hot sex adult themes dragons cool weapons action adventure a wise cracking heroine and much much more a woman born to rule an empire the dragons destined for her can they overcome the obstacles in their way or will her family put an end to their happily ever after i m the true heir to the dragon empire my uncle thrust the title upon me twenty two years ago but i m not ready to rule an empire until it becomes the answer to my problem two suitors have been presented for marriage both of which were born to be mine but i m already in love a love that is true but forbidden should be easy enough to tell my mother i want both men now all i have to do is find a way to make them accept the man that i love while trying to get my act together enough to take control of my destiny trouble is it has come to my attention that claiming my throne and taking my rightful place as dragon empress isn t going to be easy as i thought i m going to have to face a decision that makes me need to find another way as it turns out the powers i inherited from my loathed birth father are the key to my success but along with it comes a whole bunch of other problems can my men and i face what is to come and make it through uncathed a dragon fantasy reverse harem romance scenes of m m previously published as two separate books the dragon heiress and claiming the throne may contain triggering situations couldn t her first week of new responsibilities have ended at least a little less bloody sophia and her men have barely left the safety of the academy grounds when they re faced with the first big obstacle a group of renegade fae soldiers set on killing them before they reach their destination but the fae obviously underestimated the group of highly trained fighters from fire dragons to werewolves and even an assassin and the five manage to survive the attack with minimal losses minimal losses but a very real sense of the danger ahead of them can they reach the dragon town without more attacks or trouble and what will they find once they re there maybe more importantly what happens between sophia and her men now they ve put their lives in each other s hands this is the second novella in the guarding their dragon mate serial a six episodes long reverse harem whychoose story this novella may include any of these elements steamy scenes i need tissues now moments cries of why oh why and cliffhangers that make you bite your nails and curse the author this story
takes place in the same world as the lughnasadh elite academy and happens after the events from the other series both series can be read stand alone they are about different characters but they are connected one woman three men all dragons an exciting toe curling reverse harem that will make your heart pound when raiden s mother took over the lightning kingdom in a bloody coup that left the nation reeling maya and her suitors were forced to flee for their lives but running away has never been an option for maya and she s not about to start now instead she takes her sexy suitors north to demand help from lord fafnir ruler of the ice dragon clan and jack s formidable uncle but protection comes at a steep price and the ice dragons do not help those they find unworthy if maya is to survive the north she and her men will have to best the northerners in a series of brutal games designed to break even the fiercest of dragons if they win maya will gain a much needed alliance and raiden will be able to rescue his family from the evil clutches of his mother if they lose well failure isn t really isn t an option luckily if there s anything maya and her dragons know how to do best it s how to beat the odds and stay warm for the winter a girl with dark magic who three irresistible dragon men one mate undeniable attraction inescapable danger dragon shifter ariana west will do anything for the men she s falling in love with including take on a sketchy mission for an alpha she despises their task is to retrieve treasure from a shifter whose name sparks fear in the shifter world one problem however he s the father of one of her partners as the four dragon shifters navigate a forest too dense for their powers they encounter trials and revelations that test the boundaries of their budding relationships and cause them to question the very fabric of their fates retrieving the treasure is only half the job once they find it they have to get out of the forest with their lives and love intact dragon unbroken is the second book in a reverse harem trilogy featuring one strong female dragon shifter and the three hot as sin dragon shifters who win a place in her company and in her bed unleash the flames embrace the heat for the past hundred years i ve hidden among humans i never thought anyone would figure out who and what i really am then three men invade my sanctuary they re imposing intimidating unfairly gorgeous and they see right through my lies they tell me a dragon without a flock is a danger to the species that i have to come back to their cave whether i want to or not bound kidnapped pushed to my edge i try to hold on to my innocence but these men have me on my knees and the scorching heat between us could make all four combust her dragon harem is a paranormal reverse harem romance while it may be read as part of a series it also stands alone with a happily ever after for mature readers only sophia thought she d be fighting the fae army not her attraction to four handsome rebels orphaned at twelve half blood sophia part witch part water dragon spent most of her life as a member of the secretive dragon rebel army trying to protect kids like her but now the war against the fae is won the new kings have chosen her to rebuild the war torn dragon lands first problem she has no experience leading anyone second problem the area is dangerous filled with renegade fae soldiers still loyal to the old fae king third problem or should that be her first problem the team assigned to help her might be more of a distraction than an asset one spoiled fire dragon who won t take orders from anyone one broody air element witch carrying a lot of pain from his past one soft spoken werewolf with hidden strength and one mysterious fae four very hot sources of trouble can she save her people rebuild what was lost and protect her heart all at the same time this is the first novella in the guarding their dragon mate serial a six episodes long reverse harem whychoose story this novella may include any of these elements steamy scenes i need tissues now moments cries of why oh why and cliffhangers that make you bite your nails and curse the author this story takes place in the same world as the lughnasadh elite academy and happens after the events from the other series both series can be read stand alone they are about different characters but they are connected blithe li is a wellspring a vessel containing magic that can only be used by a magi the only problem is women aren t supposed to be wellsprings in a world where powerful female magic workers rule and vulnerable male wellsprings must follow the rigid social norms meant to keep their magic pure from corruption blythe doesn t fit in anywhere she can t actually use magic the way a woman should wellsprings can t own property and have very little in the way of basic rights and blythe has no hope of making a fortuitous match and becoming a magi s favored lover and pet the way a male Wellspring would instead she s an embarrassment and burden to her parents who already have a house full of normal boy wellsprings to marry off blythe s world is turned upside down when a commission for a clockwork dragon ends with a proposal she never could have imagined and leaves her bonded to the future queen of the imperial american states but this is no cinderella story blythe s future wife raina is engaged in a quiet deadly battle of politics and power with the current regent as she approaches her coming of age and her ascension to the throne blythe soon finds herself fighting alongside raina for every freedom she s ever dared dream of as they try to completely remake a kingdom but will raina s efforts to gather the support of a misfit court with the magic of only a pair of newly bonded wellsprings be enough to save them all from accusations of treason murder and all out war clockwork dragon
is an outside the box romance of monarchy and mayhem it is set against a rich steampunk regency backdrop in an alternate world where magic has influenced the development of technologies and nations and where regency and victorian era gender norms are reversed it features a clockwork dragon guard dog an irreverent and intimidating future queen a metal worker turned consort and a poly relationship with a vessel of fire and air oh and airships plenty of airships this story includes diverse characters and lgbtqia elements including lesbian bisexual and poly romance as well as reversed and fluid gender norms author s note this isn t your usual reverse harem it isn t your usual steampunk book and these aren t your usual victorian regency gender norms 99 000 words without any extra fluff at the end this book is not a serious historical book it is a fantasy and liberties have been taken the initial main romance in this book is f f however it later develops into a poly relationship with m f f m m and m f f scenes there may be mentions of trauma though this isn t explicit on the page stuff there is some mild moderate violence no i can t send you your own sparrow sorry this book is intended to be a stand alone story whether there are any more books in this world will depend entirely upon demand and the graces of the writer muse dragon mated is the second story in the blood world series featuring vampires shifters and a covert witch this story is packed with action adventure and a steamy why choose reverse harem romance between two bounty hunters an ancient vampire and a woman with the rarest blood in town three possessive paranormal men share one badass woman sadie rogan and frid are working together and hot on the trail of the vampire who killed sadie s father finally clues seem to be adding up and they are making headway but things aren t easy frid sadie s dragon shifter mate has deep seated commitment issues while rogan sadie s wolf shifter mate wants to become the best family unit around when a vampire assassin sadie assumes is her father s killer kidnaps her and ignites a mating bond she s in real trouble not only that but he wants to join their triad can the three men get along as they continue their quest to find a killer and take apart the blood ring that would capture sadie and drain her life or will the blood world politics destroy them all author warning there will be a cliffhanger ending to this book and this series is best read in order when my village sacrifices me to the dragons i go willingly to the altar rock to die but i don t die i wake up in a castle built into a huge mountain house fra hir is one of many castles in the drakoryan empire it is here i learn the truth that women like me aren t taken away to be devoured but to be mated my mates four sons of a dragon knight slain in the last battle of the shadowfell are unique both in personality and carnal abilities they introduce me to the world of pleasure in their bed chambers they prepare me with masterful skill for the final ultimate bond that will make me truly theirs but i am no passive mate and the secret they keep from me threatens not only our bond but the role i am prophesied to play in stopping a lurking danger that threatens the drakoryan and human world alike things start to get even more complicated for the new dragon empress i manage to escape the clutches of my supposed fae mate by using my sister as a diversion but once i get back home things start to move rapidly with my pregnancy however with this glorious christmas gift a new set of problems arise after discovering who the father of my daughter is we have the consequences to deal with not only within our relationship but the far reaching ones on top of that i m still finding my feet being empress of the most powerful race the dragons and yet my fae mate won t leave me alone i have to find a way to make all of this work without hurting my men and the most precious thing to me my daughter on top of that the repercussions of finding out about my own father are severe leaving me doubting who i am but it soon becomes clear there is only one solution this isn t going to be as easy as i first thought dragon rh series scenes of mm possible triggers wild dangerous deadly the realms are all those things and more but kadelynn s more afraid of the monster in her house than the dangers of the realms she knows of only one way to free herself from a horrifying marriage but it ll require all her skills to succeed and maybe even the help of a seer draven can weld magic kill with a thought and hates her kind she s also just hired him to be her guide to find and slay a creature of fantasy if that wasn t enough she dreams of three men and a destiny of dragons a rebirth of the creatures who were wiped from the sky long ago what part she ll play in the fate of the dragons she doesn t know but fate seems to be pulling her ever closer to something that will change her world forever dragon shadow is a slow burn high fantasy reverse harem this is the first book in a series if you like swords magic and unique worlds then grab your copy but be prepared to lose yourself in this series discovering you may be the last dragon shifter alive and that you re destined to take four hot alpha shifters as your mates can throw a girl for a bit of a loop but now that ren is getting her powers and her enemies under control her confidence is growing a little hike into the mountains to uncover her mother s last secret seems like no big deal with her guys by her side too bad life has other plans the farther ren goes the more other secrets surface secrets that threaten the fragile peace between the shifters and the fae secrets that could destroy the bond ren s forming with her mates with unexpected enemies around every corner it ll take all her newfound strength to survive the fray a magic long forgotten four races divided an epic journey she lost her brother now
will she lose her life ever since the treaty was signed after the great war one hundred and fifty years earlier the separate races of xantearos have been divided only every six months do a select group come together for the passover a time to trade much needed produce in the human city of anthoinia dela stonebridge has already lost her brother to the choosing and now it is her turn the grueling journey across the mountains through the southern pass is always dangerous but when magic and madness descends she discovers herself exiled with the leaders of the three other races the elvish moerians and norcs with the treaty broken they learn the secret to the unity of xantearos lies in a magic long thought dead that of the dragonstone and the dragonsayer can they put their differences aside and work together to make their way back to their homelands or will they be walking into a war between each of their races she s lived in the darkness long enough danica has lived her life in the shadows her family ran away from the dragon realm to keep her safe but now she s all grown up and able to protect herself one of only four females able to mate she s both precious to their world and in danger from those who would use her for their own advantage erik damon castien and benjamin survive in the human world by running into burning buildings and feeding from the flames it isn t perfect but they had to leave their dying realm behind they re content with their lives until they see her a woman who calls to not one but all four of them the dragon king will stop at nothing to ensure his bloodline is secure even if it means kidnapping and forcing himself on danica as well as the other remaining female dragons tired of living in the shadows danica steps into the light only to be faced with a terrible truth and dangerous consequences no one ever told me that dragons shift into handsome naked men nor did they tell me to avoid dragon magic and so now i ve made the greatest mistake of my life i alone carry the hope of the entire dragon race within me i can save them or destroy them saving them makes sense but what if the only way i can is to sacrifice myself i m not sure i can do it but i m also not sure they ll let me refuse magic in her harem is the box set of the serials stolen by her harem claimed by her harem and treasured by her harem it s a story with a kick ass heroine alpha males steamy scenes and a lot of surprises this is also a reverse harem romance whychoose but be warned these dragons might just leave you a little hot sophia thought she d be fighting the fae army not her attraction to four handsome rebels orphaned at twelve half blood sophia part witch part dragon has grown from a member of the secretive dragon rebel army to the one in charge of rebuilding her home town after the war with the fae now she not only has to deal with new responsibilities but also with a team of four very handsome men who are supposed to help her not distract her one spoiled fire dragon who won t take orders from anyone one broody air element witch carrying a lot of pain from his past one soft spoken werewolf with hidden strength and one mysterious fae four very hot sources of trouble the five have barely left for their mission when they run into the first obstacle as they re attacked by a group of renegade fae soldiers can they survive the attack but more importantly can they survive the mission with their lives and hearts intact this collection includes the first three novellas in the guarding their dragon mate serial cursed dragon hunted dragon and fated dragon a six episodes long reverse harem whychoose story these novellas may include any of these elements steamy scenes i need tissues now moments cries of why oh why and cliffhangers that make you bite your nails and curse the author this story takes place in the same world as the lughnasadh elite academy and happens after the events from the other series both series can be read stand alone they are about different characters but they are connected a female wolf in danger four sexy dragons determined to protect her a reverse harem paranormal romance elizabeth is certain she s not meant to rule the southeastern white tooth pack since birth she s been told she was the wolf pack s fated leader she is after all the first born of the pack alpha but how can she lead them if she s never shifted she doubts herself but her fate is tied to the moon and elizabeth is honor bound to fulfill her destiny to help elizabeth her mother presents her with a secret diamond necklace magical jewels that have adorned the neck of every female in her family for hundreds of years but evil forces lurk in the shadows not every wolf shifter in the pack wants elizabeth to take power when the wolf council sanctions elizabeth as the official fated alpha enemies attack her family killing her parents when they discover that elizabeth survived she must flee for her life with nowhere to go help comes in the form of four sexy and powerful dragon shifters the fierce warriors offer her their protection in their secluded mountain home as elizabeth mends it s clear the four dragon shifters crave more from her all four men desire her each wants to claim her body and heart and soul as her enemies close in can the men keep elizabeth safe by their side and help her reclaim her place as leader of her pack elizabeth and the clan of dragons is book one of the fated alpha series each book features a paranormal romance reverse harem with one woman and four sexy demanding and protective shifters death or the throne queen or survivor isola and her dragon guards are shaken after the events that forced them into hiding in dragca academy with the queen of the supernaturals on earth offering isola and what is left of her people a permanent home will isola leave dragca to save the dragon she loves or will the last dragon ice queen rise
and kill her enemy even if means losing her heart death has always been a curse on dragca and someone has to pay the price of fate the final book in the internationally bestselling protected by dragons series 18 rh
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one hybrid fury queen three pure blood dragon princes a reverse harem with a dark fairy tale twist and an epic flair my name is daisy i ve been cursed to serve a bad tempered elemental in my beastly form for centuries there s only one way to lift the curse a kiss from three true loves to acquire even one is nearly impossible how am i going to get three then three gorgeous as sin yet clueless dragon princes stumble into my lair only they do not come to kiss me they come to slay me without knowing who i really am unless they cut the three heads of the furies my heads or make the fury queen fall in love with them they ll never shift back to dragons not surprisingly the princes all choose what they think is the easiest to behead the beasts warning this is a reverse harem fantasy paranormal romance that features one strong woman and her three sexy as sin dragon princes it contains battles steamy sex scenes raw language magic swordfights dark fae dragon shifters vampires and otherworldly nightmares of creatures and at last true loves with a happy ever after at the end of series

---

**Dragon Harem 2018-10-19**

dragons a warrior princess an immortal king and a prophecy set by gods this paranormal fantasy romance sends you to a magical adventure of passion and love war loomed over the great kingdom of elastin the devourer of nations vampire king apollyeon threatened to attack to feed his ever growing hungry legions with elastinian flesh the evil ruler summoned a cursed creature from the underworld to bring elastin to an end according to a prophecy a woman who could claim the hearts of three ancient dragons could slay the demonic creature and save the kingdom i princess aurora knew i had to become that woman against my destiny i would have to rewrite the prophecy set by the mighty gods my only option was to defy the heavens see me the stars of cassiopeia hear me the valleys of the new east mountain no god can stop me i will claim the hearts of the three dragons even if it means losing my own heart innocence and my whole being to them dragon harem is a full length reverse harem fantasy romance novel with three virile dragon shifters

---

**Dragon's Gift 2017-10-08**

three dragons one woman a reverse harem fantasy that will leave you breathless and begging for more dareena sellis is a nobody the orphaned daughter of a no name farmer she toils away as a serving girl at hallowdale inn her only marriage prospects either shipping off to war or pawing at her skirts with their grubby gnarled hands but fate takes a strange turn the day a dragon huntress comes to town suddenly dareena is swept off to dragon s keep trading in her raggedy dresses for silken gowns her closet sized room for feather pillows and spacious gardens and her miserable
suitor for three very handsome very virile dragon princes for dareena is not a nobody she is the
dragon's gift the one woman chosen by the gods every century to bear children for the future king of
dragonfell despite her pre ordained path dareena's fate is far from certain the crown has not given
birth to more than one son in nearly a thousand years and the line of succession is far from clear
neither of the princes are willing to cede dareena to the other and yet she must choose for the
enemy is knocking on dragonfell's door and dareena's decision could either mean the kingdom's
salvation or annihilation

The (Not) Satisfied Dragon 2020-10-23

once upon a time there was a gold dragon who would have given her life in exchange for her
revenge the not cursed dragon is book two of the deadly dragons duet it is a slow burn reverse
harem romance for readers 18 tw flashbacks of abuse

Grinding Frost 2017-11-21

one woman three men all dragons an exciting toe curling reverse harem that will make your heart
pound when maya rose told the world she was pregnant with the heir to the kingdom she did it to
save her sexy suitors from certain death but lies have a way of coming back to bite you in the ass
and this one may cost them everything assassins are hunting them the king is desperate for an heir
and rumors of maya's unique ability to transfer power to those she mates with is spreading afraid for
their lives maya and her men take refuge with the lightning dragons hoping raiden's family will shield
them until they can figure out what to do next unfortunately raiden's mother knows the truth about
maya's pregnancy and the price for her silence may be too steep for maya to pay important note
this is not a love triangle what you'll find inside is a reverse harem featuring hot sex adult themes
dragons cool weapons action adventure a wise cracking heroine and much much more

Her Dominant Dragon 2020-09-30

when marcus blackwell meets his new secretary he knows that she's the one he's been waiting for
he can feel it and so can his dragon he d planned to take his time seducing her before introducing
her to his darker desires fate has other plans for them speeding up his plans will he be able to
convince her to be theirs louis knew from the moment that amelia came into his basement office that
she was something special his dragon knew it too now he just needs to figure out what is she to him
and his lover amelia is just your average modern woman with a bit of bratty side looking for a
dominant to tame her she doesn't know what she's getting into when she takes on the dominant
dragon marcus and his submissive louis a whirlwind reverse harem romance pulls amelia in as her
lovers awaken her desires pulling her into a drama she didn't know existed outside of the realm of
fantasy and make believe

Dragon's Desire 2018-01-11
ren is finally getting used to the idea that she s the last dragon shifter alive destined to take four alpha shifters as her mates and unite all shifter kind when more trouble looms on the horizon the rogue group that slaughtered her family is still out for blood and they don t care who they hurt along the way ren and her mates set out to quash the rebellion once and for all but the rogues have allies in unexpected places startling enough to shake ren s resolve throw in a challenger hoping to wrench the position of alpha from one of her guys and this dragon shifter has reached her limit how can a girl who s only known she s a shifter for three weeks heal sixteen years of chaos

**Dragon Memories 2021-03-22**

risky foolish impossible kadelynn has risked everything to escape a marriage to a monster but she s never been one to run from a fight not only does she intend to return home she plans to do it with the head of a dragulous it s her one chance at keeping her honor and her freedom even if means trusting a seer with dark and dangerous magic even if it means crossing her realm in search of the mythical beasts that are as fearsome as they are rare only what if while she s been searching for her freedom there are men searching for her the dreams that pull her to three different men might be more than just dreams they might be the start to restoring dragon kind but can a woman with no magic really be the answer to a world that s losing its magic dragon memories is a slow burn high fantasy reverse harem this is the first book in a series if you like swords magic and unique worlds then grab your copy but be prepared to lose yourself in this series

**The Dragon Sacrifice 2018-05-23**

three sexy dragon shifters princes trapped by a terrible curse one woman sent to free them a steamy reverse harem fantasy romance that will have you reading past your bedtime seela knows there s little chance she ll be picked in the yearly selection as a fatherless village girl and apprentice healer the her name won t be the one on the emissary s lips still she can t help but feel nervous the women who are selected are never returned no one knows what happens to them but on selection day seela s name is called taken away under guard she finds herself shoved into a carriage torn from her home worse she s thrown into a dark cave and sealed in then she hears skittering something horrible is coming to her surprise she is rescued by the last thing she s expecting a dragon who can shift into a man a prince to be exact there are three very handsome very sexy princes who all need seela s magic there s only one problem she doesn t have any seela learns of dark magic and the princes who suffer from it they think she is someone who can break the curse keeping these shifters bound as she finds herself drawing closer to these men time is ticking can they unlock the curse before it s too late get your copy now

**Ferocious Dragon (Guarding Their Dragon Mate 6) 2020-09-02**

one last chance to end the suffering sophia and her mates risk it all after learning of the existence of her half sister sophia had to rethink her whole life who she is and wants to be leading to her finally taking the antidote against the anti shifting elixir and connecting with the dragon inside her now sophia and her hoard are ready for the final step find the research centre hidden in the mountains free the missing earth dragons and take out anyone who stands in their way the plan is as effective
as it s simple but when they arrive at the research centre things don t exactly go as planned the
handful of guards outside the place are easy enough to take down but when they re about to enter
the building they realise they ve walked right into a trap a trap meant to catch them and take them
out so that the renegade fae can take over the area can they survive or will this be the end of their
journey this is the sixth and final novella in the guarding their dragon mate serial a six episodes long
reverse harem whychoose story this novella may include any of these elements steamy scenes i
need tissues now moments cries of why oh why and cliffhangers that make you bite your nails and
curse the author this story takes place in the same world as the lughnasadh elite academy and
happens after the events from the other series both series can be read stand alone they are about
different characters but they are connected

Pounding Earth 2018-04-07

the stunning conclusion to the hit seriesmaya and her three sexy mates thought they were safe in
the north as they prepared to take back the eastern dragon kingdom but they were wrong as maya s
pregnancy brings new surprises and powers treachery leads to one of her three beloved men being
taken from her and to add to the brewing chaos an army of the west appears on her doorstep led by
none other than her sister it s up to maya to master her new powers save her lost mate and rally the
dragons of waesigar to defeat the lady of the east and bring peace back to the land all to secure her
happily ever after

The (Not) Cursed Dragon 2020-09-08

i am a dragon who hates dragons the dragons murdered my family the dragons stole me the fae
purchased me my mates saved me my mates imprisoned me they think they re keeping me safe
they think they know what i need what all delicate feminine gold dragons need a comfortable den a
well stocked pantry twenty children that s not what this gold dragon needs this gold dragon needs
blood this gold dragon needs revenge the not cursed dragon is book one of the deadly dragons duet
it is a slow burn reverse harem romance for readers 18 tw flashbacks of abuse

Guarding Their Dragon Mate [Full Collection] 2021-11-23

sophia thought she d be fighting the fae army not her attraction to four handsome rebels orphaned
at twelve half blood sophia part witch part dragon has grown from a member of the secretive dragon
rebel army to the one in charge of rebuilding her home town after the war with the fae now she not
only has to deal with new responsibilities but also with a team of four very handsome men who are
supposed to help her not distract her one spoiled fire dragon who won t take orders from anyone
one broody air element witch carrying a lot of pain from his past one soft spoken werewolf with
hidden strength and one mysterious fae four very hot sources of trouble the five have barely left for
their mission when they run into the first obstacle as they re attacked by a group of renegade fae
soldiers can they survive the attack but more importantly can they survive the mission with their lives
and hearts intact this collection includes all the novellas in the guarding their dragon mate serial
cursed dragon hunted dragon fated dragon captured dragon reclaimdragon and ferocious dragon
a six episodes long paranormal reverse harem whychoose story these novellas may include any of
Captured Dragon (Guarding Their Dragon Mate 4) 2020-07-22

just when sophia thinks she's got a handle on things going on in the dragon town her whole world is rocked quite literally while sophia gale and topaz get to know each other more intimately things are the school they're camping out at have taken a turn for the worse a group of dragon rebels were supposed to arrive today but they never did making everyone worry that they might have been caught by the deserter fae soldiers roaming the area as sophia makes it back to the school she finds out that the parents of gaia the little earth dragon orphan went missing last full moon and it's another full moon tonight then more bad news reaches her another two sets of parents have gone missing sophia and her men try everything in their power to find out why earth dragons are going missing what's happening to them why can gaia still sense her parents when they're not there and what does a magically locked room at the local library have anything to do with it this is the fourth novella in the guarding their dragon mate serial a six episodes long reverse harem whychoose story this novella may include any of these elements steamy scenes i need tissues now moments cries of why oh why and cliffhangers that make you bite your nails and curse the author this story takes place in the same world as the lughnasadh elite academy and happens after the events from the other series both series can be read stand alone they are about different characters but they are connected

Fated Dragon (Guarding Their Dragon Mate 3) 2020-07-01

dragon hoards are supposed to be a beacon of unity but sophia isn't so sure of that as her hoard seems out to kill each other when sophia and her men arrive at the dragon town the night is young as fate seems keen to point out first she kisses one of her guys and almost gets him killed by one of the others it won't be the last time someone attempts that second she hopes to get them all on the same page as she reveals that all four men are part of her hoard her fated mates that went over well third she finds a little dragon in the streets hungry tired alone an orphan just like her returning home brings back many memories for sophia good and bad ones but it also means she has to confront other things from her past like the people she left behind old friendships old pain can she keep her head cool as the leader of their rebuilding mission while caring for a young orphaned dragon and regaining the trust of old friends this is the third novella in the guarding their dragon mate serial a six episodes long reverse harem whychoose story this novella may include any of these elements steamy scenes i need tissues now moments cries of why oh why and cliffhangers that make you bite your nails and curse the author this story takes place in the same world as the lughnasadh elite academy and happens after the events from the other series both series can be read stand alone they are about different characters but they are connected

With a Dragon's Heart 2018-06-28

four strangers united magic reborn a great war begun cast to the north by elvish magic human
dragonsayer dela stonebridge has learned of her ability to communicate with dragons by her side stand three leaders of their own races each sworn to protect her while they battle to unite their people warsgra the warrior norc strong and fierce orergon the leader of his tribe of moerians the hunter and protector and vehel the elvish prince whose illegal use of magic has broken the treaty between their kinds in the south a second great war has begun and the only way to stop it will be through dela s abilities if she can learn to control them with magic and death at every corner dela must fulfil her destiny or die trying

**Dragon's Blood 2017-11-11**

stolen from her homeland separated from her mates is there any hope for dareena and her dragons or is their kingdom destined to fall when drystan and his brothers managed to drive their madness stricken father from the throne dareena thought the worst of their troubles were over but the elves are knocking at their door demanding reparations and with a new general at the helm they will not let dragonfell off the hook so easily to buy their kingdom time and save their armies from certain destruction dareena and alistair allows themselves to be taken to elvenhame where they will be held hostage until the countries can come to an agreement but while the two kingdoms squabble the real enemy continues its insidious assault both dragonfell and elvenhame unknowingly teeter on the brink of destruction and unless dareena and her mates can uncover the true conspiracy their world will fall to darkness

**Dragon Reborn 2018-05-22**

from the harshest betrayal blooms the sweetest redemption awakened by a love that endures beyond death ariana west knows she lucked out when she got not one but three hot dragon shifters as her mates one of them has been hiding a dangerous secret however and now the four of them have more to lose than ever before as sinister antagonists close in it s up to taylor slade and quentin to unravel one final mystery of their past in order to save their future with their very existence at stake they ll have to be stronger than ever to battle the forces that threaten to tear them from ariana dragon reborn is the final book in a reverse harem trilogy featuring one strong female dragon shifter and the three hot as sin male dragon shifters who win a place in her company and in her bed

**Reclaimed Dragon (Guarding Their Dragon Mate 5) 2020-08-12**

sophia s family turns out to be even more complicated than she originally knew when sophia and her men finally make it into the magically locked room in the library the room that has as far as they know been closed off for decades they not only find out how long sophia s father s side of the family has been in the area but that they ve secretly been doing research for the fae the whole time the five s nosing around in the room triggered some alarm and sophia s half sister shows up to check out what s going on her half sister who sophia had no idea existed and who has a fae mother things should have become easier now that sophia and the others have found her family s research in the library and can use it to their advantage but more than answers it throws up questions for sophia questions about her father about who she really is who the rest of her family are and what they ve done to the people from the town where she grew up most of all it throws up questions for her about
what it means to be a half dragon now that the connection she felt with her witch side of the family has gotten so tainted this is the fifth novella in the guarding their dragon mate serial a six episodes long reverse harem whychoose story this novella may include any of these elements steamy scenes i need tissues now moments cries of why oh why and cliffhangers that make you bite your nails and curse the author this story takes place in the same world as the lughnasadh elite academy and happens after the events from the other series both series can be read stand alone they are about different characters but they are connected

Riding Lightning 2017-10-22

one woman three men all dragons what could go wrong maya rose has a problem she s the last in her line of dragon shifters and if she doesn t produce an heir soon it could be disastrous for her kingdom in order to remedy this her father the king has gathered the greatest heroes from across the lands and set them on a quest to not only save the kingdom but to win maya s love should they succeed they will become her husband and rule by her side should they fail to win her love death is the only answer but with so many dashing men willing to do anything to win her hand how is a girl to choose then again no one ever said she had to pick just one after all the fate of the realm is at stake and maybe this time more is merrier important note this is not a love triangle what you ll find inside is a reverse harem featuring hot sex adult themes dragons cool weapons action adventure a wise cracking heroine and much much more

Dragon Heiress 2022-12-21

a woman born to rule an empire the dragons destined for her can they overcome the obstacles in their way or will her family put an end to their happily ever after i m the true heir to the dragon empire my uncle thrust the title upon me twenty two years ago but i m not ready to rule an empire until it becomes the answer to my problem two suitors have been presented for marriage both of which were born to be mine but i m already in love a love that is true but forbidden should be easy enough to tell my mother i want both men now all i have to do is find a way to make them accept the man that i love while trying to get my act together enough to take control of my destiny trouble is it has come to my attention that claiming my throne and taking my rightful place as dragon empress isn t going to be easy as i thought i m going to have to face a decision that makes me need to find another way as it turns out the powers i inherited from my loathed birth father are the key to my success but along with it comes a whole bunch of other problems can my men and i face what is to come and make it through unscathed a dragon fantasy reverse harem romance scenes of m m previously published as two separate books the dragon heiress and claiming the throne may contain triggering situations

Hunted Dragon (Guarding Their Dragon Mate 2) 2020-06-10

couldn t her first week of new responsibilities have ended at least a little less bloody sophia and her men have barely left the safety of the academy grounds when they re faced with the first big obstacle a group of renegade fae soldiers set on killing them before they reach their destination but the fae soldiers obviously underestimated the group of highly trained fighters from fire dragons to
werewolves and even an assassin and the five manage to survive the attack with minimal losses but a very real sense of the danger ahead of them can they reach the dragon town without more attacks or trouble and what will they find once they re there maybe more importantly what happens between sophia and her men now they ve put their lives in each other s hands this is the second novella in the guarding their dragon mate serial a six episodes long reverse harem whychoose story this novella may include any of these elements steamy scenes i need tissues now moments cries of why oh why and cliffhangers that make you bite your nails and curse the author this story takes place in the same world as the lughnasadh elite academy and happens after the events from the other series both series can be read stand alone they are about different characters but they are connected

**Swallowing Fire 2018-01-07**

one woman three men all dragons an exciting toe curling reverse harem that will make your heart pound when raiden s mother took over the lightning kingdom in a bloody coup that left the nation reeling maya and her suitors were forced to flee for their lives but running away has never been an option for maya and she s not about to start now instead she takes her sexy suitors north to demand help from lord fafnir ruler of the ice dragon clan and jack s formidable uncle but protection comes at a steep price and the ice dragons do not help those they find unworthy if maya is to survive the north she and her men will have to best the northerners in a series of brutal games designed to break even the fiercest of dragons if they win maya will gain a much needed alliance and raiden will be able to rescue his family from the evil clutches of his mother if they lose well failure isn t really isn t an option luckily if there s anything maya and her dragons know how to do best it s how to beat the odds and stay warm for the winter

**Dragon Soul: A Reverse Harem Fantasy Romance 2018-10-10**

a girl with dark magic who

**Dragon Unbroken 2018-04-07**

three irresistible dragon men one mate undeniable attraction inescapable danger dragon shifter ariana west will do anything for the men she s falling in love with including take on a sketchy mission for an alpha she despises their task is to retrieve treasure from a shifter whose name sparks fear in the shifter world one problem however he s the father of one of her partners as the four dragon shifters navigate a forest too dense for their powers they encounter trials and revelations that test the boundaries of their budding relationships and cause them to question the very fabric of their fates retrieving the treasure is only half the job once they find it they have to get out of the forest with their lives and love intact dragon unbroken is the second book in a reverse harem trilogy featuring one strong female dragon shifter and the three hot as sin dragon shifters who win a place in her company and in her bed
unleash the flames embrace the heat for the past hundred years i ve hidden among humans i never thought anyone would figure out who and what i really am then three men invade my sanctuary they re imposing intimidating unfairly gorgeous and they see right through my lies they tell me a dragon without a flock is a danger to the species that i have to come back to their cave whether i want to or not bound kidnapped pushed to my edge i try to hold on to my innocence but these men have me on my knees and the scorching heat between us could make all four combust her dragon harem is a paranormal reverse harem romance while it may be read as part of a series it also stands alone with a happily ever after for mature readers only

sophia thought she d be fighting the fae army not her attraction to four handsome rebels orphaned at twelve half blood sophia part witch part water dragon spent most of her life as a member of the secretive dragon rebel army trying to protect kids like her but now the war against the fae is won the new kings have chosen her to rebuild the war torn dragon lands first problem she has no experience leading anyone second problem the area is dangerous filled with renegade fae soldiers still loyal to the old fae king third problem or should that be her first problem the team assigned to help her might be more of a distraction than an asset one spoiled fire dragon who won t take orders from anyone one broody air element witch carrying a lot of pain from his past one soft spoken werewolf with hidden strength and one mysterious fae four very hot sources of trouble can she save her people rebuild what was lost and protect her heart all at the same time this is the first novella in the guarding their dragon mate serial a six episodes long reverse harem whychoose story this novella may include any of these elements steamy scenes i need tissues now moments cries of why oh why and cliffhangers that make you bite your nails and curse the author this story takes place in the same world as the lughnasadh elite academy and happens after the events from the other series both series can be read stand alone they are about different characters but they are connected

blithe li is a wellspring a vessel containing magic that can only be used by a magi the only problem is women aren t supposed to be wellsprings in a world where powerful female magic workers rule and vulnerable male wellsprings must follow the rigid social norms meant to keep their magic pure from corruption blithe doesn t fit in anywhere she can t actually use magic the way a woman should wellsprings can t own property and have very little in the way of basic rights and blithe has no hope of making a fortuitous match and becoming a magi s favored lover and pet the way a male wellspring would instead she s an embarrassment and burden to her parents who already have a house full of normal boy wellsprings to marry off blithe s world is turned upside down when a commission for a clockwork dragon ends with a proposal she never could have imagined and leaves her bonded to the future queen of the imperial american states but this is no cinderella story blithe s future wife raina is engaged in a quiet deadly battle of politics and power with the current regent as she approaches her coming of age and her ascension to the throne blithe soon finds herself fighting alongside raina for every freedom she s ever dared dream of as they try to completely remake a kingdom but will raina s efforts to gather the support of a misfit court with the magic of only a pair of
newly bonded wellsprings be enough to save them all from accusations of treason murder and all out war clockwork dragon is an outside the box romance of monarchy and mayhem it is set against a rich steampunk regency backdrop in an alternate world where magic has influenced the development of technologies and nations and where regency and victorian era gender norms are reversed it features a clockwork dragon guard dog an irreverent and intimidating future queen a metal worker turned consort and a poly relationship with a vessel of fire and air oh and airships plenty of airships this story includes diverse characters and lgbtqia elements including lesbian bisexual and poly romance as well as reversed and fluid gender norms author s note this isn t your usual reverse harem it isn t your usual steampunk book and these aren t your usual victorian regency gender norms 99 000 words without any extra fluff at the end this book is not a serious historical book it is a fantasy and liberties have been taken the initial main romance in this book is f f however it later develops into a poly relationship with m f f m m and m f f scenes there may be mentions of trauma though this isn t explicit on the page stuff there is some mild moderate violence no i can t send you your own sparrow sorry this book is intended to be a stand alone story whether there are any more books in this world will depend entirely upon demand and the graces of the writer muse

**Dragon Mated 2023-07-13**

dragon mated is the second story in the blood world series featuring vampires shifters and a covert witch this story is packed with action adventure and a steamy why choose reverse harem romance between two bounty hunters an ancient vampire and a woman with the rarest blood in town three possessive paranormal men share one badass woman sadie rogan and fridge are working together and hot on the trail of the vampire who killed sadie s father finally clues seem to be adding up and they are making headway but things aren t easy fridge sadie s dragon shifter mate has deep seated commitment issues while rogan sadie s wolf shifter mate wants to become the best family unit around when a vampire assassin sadie assumes is her father s killer kidnaps her and ignites a mating bond she s in real trouble not only that but he wants to join their triad can the three men get along as they continue their quest to find a killer and take apart the blood ring that would capture sadie and drain her life or will the blood world politics destroy them all author warning there will be a cliffhanger ending to this book and this series is best read in order

**Sacrifice 2022-12-21**

when my village sacrifices me to the dragons i go willingly to the altar rock to die but i don t die i wake up in a castle built into a huge mountain house fra hir is one of many castles in the drakoryan empire it is here i learn the truth that women like me aren t taken away to be devoured but to be mated my mates four sons of a dragon knight slain in the last battle of the shadowfell are unique both in personality and carnal abilities they introduce me to the world of pleasure in their bed chambers they prepare me with masterful skill for the final ultimate bond that will make me truly theirs but i am no passive mate and the secret they keep from me threatens not only our bond but the role i am prophesied to play in stopping a lurking danger that threatens the drakoryan and human world alike
**Dragon Empress 2021-03-22**

things start to get even more complicated for the new dragon empress i manage to escape the clutches of my supposed fae mate by using my sister as a diversion but once i get back home things start to move rapidly with my pregnancy however with this glorious christmas gift a new set of problems arise after discovering who the father of my daughter is we have the consequences to deal with not only within our relationship but the far reaching ones on top of that i m still finding my feet being empress of the most powerful race the dragons and yet my fae mate won t leave me alone i have to find a way to make all of this work without hurting my men and the most precious thing to me my daughter on top of that the repercussions of finding out about my own father are severe leaving me doubting who i am but it soon becomes clear there is only one solution this isn t going to be as easy as i first thought dragon rh series scenes of mm possible triggers

**Dragon Shadows 2017-12-05**

wild dangerous deadly the realms are all those things and more but kadelynn s more afraid of the monster in her house than the dangers of the realms she knows of only one way to free herself from a horrifying marriage but it ll require all her skills to succeed and maybe even the help of a seer draven can weld magic kill with a thought and hates her kind she s also just hired him to be her guide to find and slay a creature of fantasy if that wasn t enough she dreams of three men and a destiny of dragons a rebirth of the creatures who were wiped from the sky long ago what part she ll play in the fate of the dragons she doesn t know but fate seems to be pulling her ever closer to something that will change her world forever dragon shadow is a slow burn high fantasy reverse harem this is the first book in a series if you like swords magic and unique worlds then grab your copy but be prepared to lose yourself in this series

**Dragon's Tears 2018-04-18**

discovering you may be the last dragon shifter alive and that you re destined to take four hot alpha shifters as your mates can throw a girl for a bit of a loop but now that ren is getting her powers and her enemies under control her confidence is growing a little hike into the mountains to uncover her mother s last secret seems like no big deal with her guys by her side too bad life has other plans the farther ren goes the more other secrets surface surface secrets that threaten the fragile peace between the shifters and the fae secrets that could destroy the bond ren s forming with her mates with unexpected enemies around every corner it ll take all her newfound strength to survive the fray

**Through a Dragon's Eyes 2019-05-28**

a magic long forgotten four races divided an epic journey she lost her brother now will she lose her life ever since the treaty was signed after the great war one hundred and fifty years earlier the separate races of xantearos have been divided only every six months do a select group come together for the passover a time to trade much needed produce in the human city of anthoinia dela stonebridge has already lost her brother to the choosing and now it is her turn the grueling journey
across the mountains through the southern pass is always dangerous but when magic and madness descends she discovers herself exiled with the leaders of the three other races the elvish moerians and norcs with the treaty broken they learn the secret to the unity of xantearos lies in a magic long thought dead that of the dragonstone and the dragonsayer can they put their differences aside and work together to make their way back to their homelands or will they be walking into a war between each of their races

Finding Her Dragons 2018-10-05

she s lived in the darkness long enough danica has lived her life in the shadows her family ran away from the dragon realm to keep her safe but now she s all grown up and able to protect herself one of only four females able to mate she s both precious to their world and in danger from those who would use her for their own advantage erik damon castien and benjamin survive in the human world by running into burning buildings and feeding from the flames it isn t perfect but they had to leave their dying realm behind they re content with their lives until they see her a woman who calls to not one but all four of them the dragon king will stop at nothing to ensure his bloodline is secure even if it means kidnapping and forcing himself on danica as well as the other remaining female dragons tired of living in the shadows danica steps into the light only to be faced with a terrible truth and dangerous consequences

Magic in Her Harem: A Fantasy Reverse Harem Romance 2020-08-28

no one ever told me that dragons shift into handsome naked men nor did they tell me to avoid dragon magic and so now i ve made the greatest mistake of my life i alone carry the hope of the entire dragon race within me i can save them or destroy them saving them makes sense but what if the only way i can is to sacrifice myself i m not sure i can do it but i m also not sure they ll let me refuse magic in her harem is the box set of the serials stolen by her harem claimed by her harem and treasured by her harem it s a story with a kick ass heroine alpha males steamy scenes and a lot of surprises this is also a reverse harem romance whychoose but be warned these dragons might just leave you a little hot

Fated Guards (Guarding Their Dragon Mate Collection 1) 2017-12-04

sophia thought she d be fighting the fae army not her attraction to four handsome rebels orphaned at twelve half blood sophia part witch part dragon has grown from a member of the secretive dragon rebel army to the one in charge of rebuilding her home town after the war with the fae now she not only has to deal with new responsibilities but also with a team of four very handsome men who are supposed to help her not distract her one spoiled fire dragon who won t take orders from anyone one broody air element witch carrying a lot of pain from his past one soft spoken werewolf with hidden strength and one mysterious fae four very hot sources of trouble the five have barely left for their mission when they run into the first obstacle as they re attacked by a group of renegade fae soldiers can they survive the attack but more importantly can they survive the mission with their lives and hearts intact this collection includes the first three novellas in the guarding their dragon mate serial cursed dragon hunted dragon and fated dragon a six episodes long reverse harem
why choose story these novellas may include any of these elements steamy scenes i need tissues now moments cries of why oh why and cliffhangers that make you bite your nails and curse the author this story takes place in the same world as the lughnasadh elite academy and happens after the events from the other series both series can be read stand alone they are about different characters but they are connected

Elizabeth and the Clan of Dragons 2018-11-12

a female wolf in danger four sexy dragons determined to protect her a reverse harem paranormal romance elizabeth is certain she s not meant to rule the southeastern white tooth pack since birth she s been told she was the wolf pack s fated leader she is after all the first born of the pack alpha but how can she lead them if she s never shifted she doubts herself but her fate is tied to the moon and elizabeth is honor bound to fulfill her destiny to help elizabeth her mother presents her with a secret diamond necklace magical jewels that have adorned the neck of every female in her family for hundreds of years but evil forces lurk in the shadows not every wolf shifter in the pack wants elizabeth to take power when the wolf council sanctions elizabeth as the official fated alpha enemies attack her family killing her parents when they discover that elizabeth survived she must flee for her life with nowhere to go help comes in the form of four sexy and powerful dragon shifters the fierce warriors offer her their protection in their secluded mountain home as elizabeth mends it s clear the four dragon shifters crave more from her all four men desire her each wants to claim her body and heart and soul as her enemies close in can the men keep elizabeth safe by their side and help her reclaim her place as leader of her pack elizabeth and the clan of dragons is book one of the fated alpha series each book features a paranormal romance reverse harem with one woman and four sexy demanding and protective shifters

Wings of Dragca

death or the throne queen or survivor isola and her dragon guards are shaken after the events that forced them into hiding in dragca academy with the queen of the supernaturals on earth offering isola and what is left of her people a permanent home will isola leave dragca to save the dragon she loves or will the last dragon ice queen rise and kill her enemy even if means losing her heart death has always been a curse on dragca and someone has to pay the price of fate the final book in the internationally bestselling protected by dragons series 18 rh
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